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City picks
Kendall
study firm

Aluminum discourse in the Infinite reaches skyward

MIT could foot
175K of Kendall to
Central planning
study expenses

3 IFC, 1 Panhel
rep added to UA
Council proposal

By John A. Hawkinson
staff reporter

Cambridge City Council yesterday selected Goody Clancy & Associates, a Boston architecture and
planning firm, as consultants for the
forthcoming study on the future of
urban development in the area between Kendall and Central Squares.
The study will define processes and
implement changes that account for
“missed opportunities” between the
squares and bring together the wide
array of existing plans and zoning
change proposals that are in progress

By Pearle Lipinski
News and features director

After a week of deliberation, the
Undergraduate Association Ad-Hoc
Committee on Restructuring presented several changes to bill 42 UAS
14.2, UA President Vrajesh Y. Modi ’11’s
proposed overhaul of the UA governing structure. The most significant
change is the expansion of the proposed Council of Representatives —
which would replace the UA Senate
should 14.2 be approved — from 16 to
20 members, adding three additional
representatives from the Interfraternity Council (IFC) and one additional
representative from the Panhellenic
Association (Panhel). According to
Committee Chair Timothy R. Jenks
’13, current senator of fraternities, the
additional members were added in response to Committee concerns of underrepresentation of affiliated Greek
students on the Council.
Along with the four additional
Greek members, the proposed Council
would consist of the presidents of the
12 dormitories, the president of the IFC,
the president of Panhel, the speaker of
the Living Group Council (LGC), and
an elected off-campus representative.
UA restructuring, Page 12

Jessica Liu—The Tech

“Dis(Course)4” was recently installed in the Building 3 stairwell by Craig A. Boney G, James R.
Coleman G, and Andrew J. Manto G for the MIT150 Festival of Art, Science and Technology (FAST). The
installation is composed of aluminum pieces shaped with a water jet cutter.

City study, Page 13

Reporter’s notebook

Professors speak on worldviews at Veritas Forum
Faculty elaborate on their thoughts about life, the universe, and how MIT fits in
By Joy E. Lee
Staff Reporter

Life, the universe, and MIT —
how do these relate? At this year’s
annual MIT Veritas Forum, four
MIT professors answered this
question and shared their views on
religion. Approximately 550 people
gathered in Kresge Auditorium last
Saturday to attend the event, jointly
sponsored by the Department of

Linguistics and Philosophy, the
Large Event Fund, and the MIT
United Christian Organization. In
welcoming the speakers and audience to the forum, Anna Fung ’11 —
a member of the Veritas planning
committee — said that the hope
was to “hear more of a personal,
philosophical side of professors.”
Moderated by Rosalind W. Picard
ScD ’91, founder and director of the
Affective Computing Group at the

Student center repairs to be finished by end of April

Media Lab, the forum opened with
each of the professors briefly sharing their views on life at MIT, religion, and life’s meaning.
Alan P. Lightman — physicist,
writer, and adjunct professor of humanities — presented the view that
“all of us are material beings.” Lightman believes that “we are nothing but bones, tissues, gelatinous
membranes, electrical impulses,
and chemicals. We are material.

In Short

Jessica Liu—The Tech

A doctrine to be
proud of?
The so-called “Obama
Doctine” doesn’t really
help outline a coherent
foreign policy.
OPINION, p. 4

SPRING break to remember
For some, spring break is more than a
vacation. CAMPUS LIFE, p. 10

Have fun and save lives
Everybody should know how to perform
CPR. CAMPUS LIFE, p. 11

Veritas forum, Page 14

Former security guard replies to lawsuit
Russell J. Novello, the former Next
House security guard who is being
sued by Wolfe B. Styke G, submitted
his response to the lawsuit last week
on Tuesday. Novello was the security
guard who provided Anna L. Tang access to Styke’s room, which enabled
her to stab Styke in his sleep in October
2007.
Styke is suing both MIT and Novello. Novello’s reply is almost a word-for-

MIT Facilities Manager of Communications Ruth T. Davis said that renovation outside W20 is
expected to be finished by the end of April. The project, which began in March and is scheduled
to be completed in time for the MIT150 Open House on April 30, is repairing areas “damaged from
storms and vehicular activity,” according to Davis. According to the MIT Facilities website (http://
web.mit.edu/facilities/), construction will be taking place Monday to Friday between 7 a.m. and 5
p.m., with additional work on Saturdays.
—Maggie Lloyd

We are stuff.” While he considers
himself to be a spiritual person,
he notes that different people have
different meanings of spirituality.
He defines his version as the recognition of beauty in himself and in
other people.
As an atheist, Lightman believes that his consciousness will
cease to exist once he dies. Before

The Walker Memorial
Renovation Assessment
Team has been created
with members from the
GSC, UA, and ASA. For
more information, go to
http://web.mit.edu/asa/
docs/WMATCharge.pdf.
Big Screw voting runs
all of this week in Lobby
10. Remember to vote for

word copy of MIT’s reply, with the exception of not claiming to be immune
by virtue of being a charity.
The replies are essentially a formality. The the lawsuit will now proceed
to discovery, when subpoenas may be
issued for fact-finding and depositions
may be taken, among other procedures. There may also be the opportunity for settlement.
—John A. Hawkinson

your professors! See p. 12
for nominations.
Next Century Convocation tickets will continue
to be available in Lobby 7
through April 8. The event
is on April 10 at the Boston Convention and Exhibition Center.
CPW starts Thursday!
Get excited for prefrosh!

MIT tops the list in computer science, chemical,
civil, electric, and mechanical engineering in
the first ever QS World
University rankings.
Cap and gown orders
will be taken at the Kendall Coop through April 23.
Send news information
and tips to news@tech.
mit.edu.
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Radioactive waste dumped
into ocean at Fukushima plant
TOKYO — Tokyo Electric Power Co. began dumping more
than 11,000 tons of radioactive water into the Pacific Ocean from
the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant on Monday, mostly to make
room in storage containers for increasing amounts of far more
contaminated runoff.
The water, most of it to be released over two days, contains
about 100 times the legal limit of radiation, Tokyo Electric said.
The more contaminated water has about 10,000 times the legal
limit.
The effort would help workers clearing radioactive water from
the turbine buildings at the damaged reactors, making it less
dangerous to reach some of the most crucial controls for their
cooling systems, which were knocked out by the 9.0 magnitude
earthquake and tsunami that struck northeast Japan on March 11.
The hopes are that the cooling systems can be revived and bring
the plant back under control.
But the pumping effort is not expected to halt, or even alter,
the gushing leak from a large crack in a six-foot-deep pit next to
the seawater intake pipes near the No. 2 reactor. The leak, discovered Saturday, has been spewing an estimated seven tons of
highly radioactive water an hour directly into the ocean; attempts
to trace and plug it have so far failed.
Tokyo Electric, the plant’s operator, has been pumping hundreds of tons of water into four of the plant’s six reactors to cool
nuclear fuel in the cores of three and in spent-fuel storage pools.
—Ken Ijichi, The New York Times

Texas Instruments to buy
National Semiconductor
SAN FRANCISCO — Texas Instruments said Monday that it
planned to acquire National Semiconductor for $6.5 billion in
a deal that places a big bet on the increasing need to translate
the physical world of humans into the digital form of computers and then back again.
Both companies specialize in making “analog” processors,
a particular kind of computer chip that converts data from the
real world — temperature, light intensity, dust concentrations,
shifting magnetic fields — into digital data that a computer can
interpret and then back again, if need be, into visual or aural
information that a human can understand.
Such chips are critical components in devices like cameras
and phones, but they are crucial in a host of other electronic
devices and sensors used in industry and medicine. They are
frequently custom designed and carry high profit margins
compared with commodity computer chips. Demand for the
chips has grown as the number of devices needing sensors has
grown.
—Matt Richtel, The New York Times

Mens’ basketball ratings up
More people watched the NCAA men’s basketball tournament through Saturday’s Final Four than in any year since
2005, which makes sense. For the first time, four networks —
CBS, TNT, TBS and truTV — have been carrying the tournament, instead of just CBS, as a result of a new CBS-Turner deal
that goes through 2014.
Through Saturday, an average 9.9 million viewers watched
each game, up from 9 million last year and the best in six years.
The Final Four averaged 15.4 million viewers, tying last year for
the best since 2005, according to Nielsen. Connecticut’s victory
over Kentucky was seen by 16.7 million viewers.
Three of the four networks — CBS, TNT and TBS — are
widely distributed and popular general-interest networks
that appeal to broad audiences. Some viewers more accustomed to Men of a Certain Age on TNT or Conan on TBS
than college basketball may have given the tournament a try.
		—Richard Sandomir, The New York Times

Raped Libyan woman gets
support through TV network
By David D. Kirkpatrick

she burst into the hotel, said that after she was dragged out she was held
for three days in solitary confinement, without medical or psychological help, and repeatedly interrogated by various security officials.
But her captors were preoccupied
mainly with the publicity, she said in
an interview with a Libyan opposition satellite channel.
“During my entire arrest period, I
was being asked one thing: To come
out on the Libyan state channel
and say that those who kidnapped
me were not from Gadhafi’s security forces, rather they were from the
revolutionaries and armed gangs,”
al-Obeidy said. “That was their only
request, and I kept refusing.”
Since her release, al-Obeidy said,
she has been subjected to a kind of
house arrest in the capital. She said
she had been hounded by armed
men, dragged away again from meeting with journalists before she could
even enter the hotel, and blocked
from leaving the country or returning
to her family in the rebel-held east.
But in a culture where rape can
carry a severe stigma, al-Obeidy has
become an unlikely heroine for her

The New York Times

TRIPOLI, Libya — Eman alObeidy says the government of
Moammar Gadhafi victimized her
twice. First members of his militia
kidnapped and repeatedly raped her.
Then his state television network attacked her as a thief and a prostitute.
But unlike most rape victims
here, al-Obeidy, a law student, took
her case to the international news
media, forcing the Gadhafi security
forces to drag her out of a hotel full
of journalists as she screamed to tell
her story. Thanks to the publicity, she
said in her first interviews since then,
she may have gotten off easy.
Others in her situation, human
rights advocates say, are typically
confined for decades or more in socalled rehabilitation facilities, subjected to unscientific virginity tests,
deprived of any entertainment or education except lessons in Islam, and
subjected to solitary confinement or
handcuffs for any sign of resistance
to authority.
Al-Obeidy, who showed severe
bruising on her face and thigh when

stubborn defiance of the Gadhafi
government’s capricious police state.
“Pure, courageous and lionhearted,”
declared the opposition website
Libya February 17, named for the
start of the revolt. “May God give her
patience.”
The Gadhafi government has
spun through a series of contradictory statements about al-Obeidy since
she was forced from the hotel. The
government spokesman, Musa Ibrahim, first suggested she was drunk
and possibly insane, later that she
was a stable person bringing credible criminal charges, and lastly that
she was a prostitute and a thief who
had a long history with “those boys.”
He later said that her rape charges
were dropped because she refused a
medical exam and that the men had
brought defamation charges against
her.
Ibrahim
repeatedly
promised that she would have another
chance to speak to the press, even
selecting a small pool of female reporters, but then late on Saturday
night told Hadeel al-Shalchy of The
Associated Press that al-Obeidy had
declined.

Japan business conditions sink as
post-disaster devastation remains
By Bettina Wassener

closely watched by economists and
investors, turning negative in their
outlook for the next three months,
with a reading of minus 2. Answers
received from those who replied
before the quake made for a reading
of plus 3. A negative number means
pessimists outnumber optimists.
Small and medium-size businesses, which tend to be more reliant on the domestic economy,
had been negative even before the
quake. They turned even more nervous after the disaster, the data released Monday showed.
Economists cautioned that the
data probably underestimated the
effect of the disasters and of the
nuclear crisis that has unfolded at
the Fukushima Daiichi power plant
since then. The Bank of Japan also
stressed that the relatively small
number of responses that came in
after March 11 meant that the results probably did not fully reflect
the shift in sentiment.

The New York Times

HONG KONG — The devastating
natural disasters that struck Japan
last month have caused widespread
concern about business conditions
in coming months among Japanese
companies, according to survey results released Monday by the Japanese central bank.
The data is a subset of a wider,
closely watched business sentiment survey, the Tankan, which is
conducted quarterly by the Bank of
Japan and was released Friday.
In an unusual step, the bank
stripped out responses returned
before the earthquake and tsunami
that struck March 11 from those received after that date, in an effort to
gauge how sentiment had shifted in
the wake of the twin disasters.
The postquake Tankan results
released Monday showed large
manufacturers, which are the most

Still, the data give one of the clearest pictures available so far of the effect that the disasters have had on
business confidence in the world’s
third-largest economy, after those of
the United States and China.
Aside from the human toll and
the damage directly caused by the
quake and tsunami in the country’s northeast, the disasters have
caused considerable disruption to
businesses elsewhere in the country by knocking out part of Japan’s
power-generation capacity.
Numerous manufacturers have
had to idle plants because of power cuts and disruption to supply
chains, especially in the electronics
and automobile sectors.
Many economists believe overall industrial production slumped
by more than 10 percent in March,
compared with February, and that
the effects of the quake and power
shortfalls are likely to be felt for several months.

By Austin DiOrio
STAFF METEorologist

Tornadoes were reported in
Louisiana, Arkansas, Mississippi,
Tennessee, and Kentucky yesterday
as the eastern half of the U.S. experienced some exceptional weather.
A strong cold front extending from
Louisiana to Ohio brought heavy
rain, thunderstorms, and hail to
more than 15 states.
Ahead of this front, tropical air
filtered in from the south and skyrocketed temperatures up the Eastern Seaboard. Opening day in Baltimore was greeted with a record
high temperature of 86°F. Records
were also set in Richmond, Wash-
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ington, and Philadelphia.
Up here in Cambridge we expect to see warm air move in this
morning. Temperatures should
rise into the low 60s today before
a cold front moves through around
noon. Once the front moves
through, temperatures will once
again drop down into the 40s. The
front will also bring some rain with
it, but the bulk of the precipitation
is expected to stay well south of
Cambridge. Severe weather that
blossomed over the Appalachians
yesterday should not take shape
over Massachusetts today. After
this front passes, expect to see quieter weather over the next few days
with seasonable temperatures.

Extended Forecast
Today: Cold front moves through midday, bringing rain. High of
63°F (15°C) in the morning. Temperatures drop to the 40s in
the afternoon. Strong west winds at 15–20 mph.
Tonight: Clearing skies. Low 35°F (2°C). Winds NW at 15–20 mph.
Tomorrow: Mostly sunny with a slight chance of afternoon showers. High 54°F (12°C). Winds W at 15–20 mph. More clouds
overnight with a low of 35°F (2°C).
Thursday: Mostly sunny. High around 55°F (13°C). Low 36°F (2°C).
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By Claire C. Miller
The New York Times

SAN FRANCISCO — Google
has bid $900 million for the patent
portfolio of Nortel Networks, the Canadian telecom equipment maker,
as part of a strategy to defend itself
against patent litigation.
The bid, which could grow even
larger in Nortel’s bankruptcy auction, would be the third-largest
purchase by Google, smaller only
than its payments for YouTube and
DoubleClick.
The amount of money involved
signals how fierce the patent wars
have become, particularly in Silicon Valley, where even the largest
and most powerful companies like
Google are besieged by dozens of
patent infringement suits. It also underscores Google’s frustration with
the state of the patent reform legislation in Congress.
Although Google could potentially use some of the technology in the
Nortel patents in future research, the
company said it wanted to buy them
to defend against patent litigation. By
building a large portfolio of patents,

Google keeps them out of competitors’ hands. It also hopes to dissuade
other companies from suing it, either
because Google holds similar patents to the ones they might sue over
or as deterrence — if you sue me, I
will sue you.
“The only reason Google’s spending $900 million is because they feel
the risk of those patents being in the
hands of someone else — a competitor like Apple or a nonpracticing
entity — is much greater than $900
million,” said Daniel B. Ravicher, executive director of the Benjamin N.
Cardozo School of Law Public Patent
Foundation, which advocates patent
reform.
Kent Walker, a senior vice president and general counsel at Google,
wrote in a company blog post, “One
of a company’s best defenses against
this kind of litigation is (ironically) to
have a formidable patent portfolio, as
this helps maintain your freedom to
develop new products and services.”
Google’s bid also highlights the
growing importance of its mobile
business. Many of the prominent
patent suits in the technology industry involve mobile devices, in-

cluding Android phones. Nortel’s
patents are in wireless and telecommunications technologies, as
well as other areas important to
Google like Internet search and social networking.
“Google is basically buying legitimacy and buying a foothold in
one part of the cellphone market,”
said Robert P. Merges, director of the
Berkeley Center for Law and Technology at the University of California,
Berkeley.
After a confidential bidding process, Nortel chose Google’s offer as
the starting point for the auction of
6,000 patents, 2,600 of which are in
the United States. Nortel said it expected to hold the auction in June.
The dozens of patent lawsuits that
Google is fighting include one from
Oracle, which has sued Google for
patent infringement related to Java
software used on the Android mobile device platform, and another
from Paul G. Allen, the Microsoft
co-founder who has sued Google
and 10 other companies for infringement. Microsoft and Apple
have taken aim at Google’s partners
developing Android phones.

Verizon, MetroPCS challenge to
net neutrality shot down by court
By Edward Wyatt
The New York Times

WASHINGTON — A federal appeals court on Monday rejected as
“premature” a lawsuit by Verizon
and MetroPCS challenging the Federal Communications Commission’s
pending rules aimed at keeping Internet service providers from blocking access to certain websites or
applications.
The decision, by the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia
circuit, is a first-round victory for the
FCC and its chairman, Julius Genachowski. But the real battle over the
agency’s attempt to regulate broadband providers has barely begun.
Several broadband companies,
and some consumer advocacy and
public interest groups, are likely to
return to court this year to challenge
aspects of the rules. Edward S. McFadden, a Verizon spokesman, said
Monday that the company intended
to refile its lawsuit this year.
The House will take up a joint

resolution condemning the new Internet access rules this week. Though
the House is likely to pass the resolution prohibiting the FCC from putting the new rules into effect, it is
doubtful that the resolution will go
much further because many Senate
Democrats and the Obama administration support the rules.
The Verizon lawsuit was dismissed as premature, the court said,
because federal regulations dictate
that a challenge to new FCC rules
must come within 10 days after a
new rule is published in the Federal
Register.
That publication has not taken
place, although the FCC approved its
rules in December, because the regulations must be reviewed for compliance with the Paperwork Reduction
Act. That FCC review, which includes
a 60-day public comment period,
will be completed this month. Then,
the Office of Management and Budget will conduct a review, with a
30-day comment period, before the
rules are published.

A commission spokesman,
Robert Kenny, said the agency was
pleased by the court’s decision and
believed its policy “preserves Internet freedom and openness and
strikes the right balance for consumers and businesses across America.”
The new regulations, which the
commission calls its Open Internet Order, are commonly known as
net neutrality rules. They prohibit
companies providing broadband
Internet service to consumers from
discriminating in granting access by
customers to content providers.
Once the regulations are published in the Federal Register, any
legal challenge filed in 10 days is
entered in a lottery to determine the
legal venue.
Verizon and MetroPCS tried to
sidestep that provision by contending that the rules modified their
licenses to operate wireless broadband networks. So, they said, the
dispute was a licensing issue, not
an appeal of a new rule, a position
the court rejected.

Old Boeing 737s to be taken out of sky
to inspect for cracks and holes in hulls
By Jad Mouawad
and Christopher Drew
The New York Times

The Federal Aviation Administration announced Monday that
it would require extensive inspections of some older-model Boeing
737s for cracks in the planes’ fragile skin that can be caused by pressurization and depressurization of
the cabin over tens of thousands of
takeoffs and landings.
Three days earlier, undetected
cracks widened into a 5-foot hole
in the roof of a Southwest Airlines flight, forcing the 737-300 to
make an emergency landing at a
military base. The FAA announcement applies to 175 aircraft worldwide, including 80 based in the
United States. Most are operated
by Southwest, which started inspections over the weekend and
has found three more planes with
small cracks.
The airline also canceled 70

flights from its schedule of 3,400
departures Monday. About 300
flights were canceled both Saturday and Sunday.
Southwest insisted that it had
done all the required inspections
of its aircraft. But the latest incident focused attention on how the
carrier uses its planes on up to 12
flight segments a day. Other airlines, which often fly longer routes,
typically have six to eight segments
for their planes. The plane involved
in the incident Friday had logged
39,000 takeoffs and landings, a relatively high number for a 15-yearold aircraft.
The FAA directive focused on
planes that had accumulated a
large number of takeoff and landing cycles. It applies not only to the
737-300 model but also to similar
737-400 and 500 models, a design
that dates to the early 1980s and is
known as the 737 Classic series.
“This was a very serious failure,”
said William R. Voss, president and

chief executive of the Flight Safety
Foundation, an independent nonprofit group. “Is there something
wrong with the inspections we’ve
been using in the past 20 years, or
was there something wrong on the
inspection with this one plane?”
The FAA directive is intended
to detect cracks in places where
the skins overlap and other structural weaknesses, J. Randolph Babbitt, the FAA administrator, said in
a statement. The directive came
shortly after Boeing, the manufacturer, said it was also recommending that airlines inspect the areas
where the skin covers joints on the
older 737 models.
The National Transportation
Safety Board, which is conducting an investigation into Friday’s
incident, said that it was probably
the result of fatigue cracks in these
joints. Southwest began flying the
plane, which carried 118 passengers, in 1996; it is among the oldest
in its fleet.

Married lesbian nominated to
Massachusetts Supreme Court
BOSTON — Gov. Deval Patrick on Monday nominated a lesbian
who is married to her partner to serve on the Supreme Judicial Court
of Massachusetts.
Barbara A. Lenk is the longest-serving justice on the state’s Court
of Appeals. If confirmed, she would be the first openly gay member
of the state’s highest court, which was the first in the nation to rule
same-sex marriage legal in 2003.
Patrick, a Democrat who recently appointed the court’s first
Asian-American justice and black chief justice, said it was “a nice coincidence” that Lenk was another history-making choice.
“I like the idea of firsts, as you know,” he said, “and I’m proud of
this one. But first and foremost, this is a very well-prepared, highly
qualified candidate.”
Lenk, 60, specialized in First Amendment cases as a lawyer in
private practice before Gov. William F. Weld, a Republican, made
her a Superior Court judge in 1993. Weld also put her on the Court
of Appeals.
—Abby Goodnough, The New York Times

Popular singer wins presidency
in Haiti in landslide election
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — One of Haiti’s most popular entertainers, a provocative Carnival singer previously best known for disrobing and swearing on stage, was elected president in a landslide,
according to results announced Monday, placing him at the helm of a
nation still struggling to recover from last year’s earthquake, a cholera
epidemic, and chronic poverty.
The singer, Michel Martelly, 50, known as Sweet Micky or Tet Kale
(bald head), won 68 percent of the vote in a runoff election two weeks
ago that he nearly did not qualify for.
He defeated Mirlande Manigat, 70, a college professor and former
first lady, who won 32 percent of the vote.
Election officials did not immediately disclose the election
turnout.
If the results hold up, Martelly will take office in May, after President Rene Preval — who could not seek another term under the constitution — steps down. The final results, allowing for a period of appeals, are expected April 16.
—Randal C. Archibold, The New York Times

Despite rumors of leaving CBS,
Katie Couric to venture to Iraq
As reports swirled about an impending departure from her anchor
position at CBS News, Katie Couric was to embark Tuesday morning
on a long-planned trip to Iraq to report on the military and political
situation eight years after Baghdad fell to invading U.S. forces.
The trip, which CBS is expected to announce Tuesday, comes as
CBS and representatives of Couric repeat their recent denials of an
imminent resolution of her status at the network. Her contract with
CBS ends June 4.
CBS would not confirm Couric’s plans for this week. But speculation about her future continues to center on an end to her tenure as
the anchor of The CBS Evening News and a new career as host of a
syndicated daytime talk show.
Several executives who have been involved in the negotiations
about Couric’s future said Monday that no deal was in place for Couric’s exit, nor even a determination of her next television destination.
Both CBS and NBC — among others — have offers out to Couric to
syndicate a talk show with her as the star.
Those offers could include a continuing role in news away from
the anchor chair. Two CBS news executives said that taking this kind
of news-oriented trip to Iraq would be exactly the sort of thing Couric
would be able to do under the terms of a new relationship with a network news division.
—Bill Carter, The New York Times

Security breach exposes email
address of millions of people
SAN FRANCISCO — Security experts said Monday that millions
of people were at increased risk of email swindles after a giant security breach at an online marketing firm.
The breach exposed the names and email addresses of customers of some of the nation’s largest companies, including JPMorgan
Chase, Citibank, Target, and Walgreens.
While the number of people affected is unknown, security experts
say that based on the businesses involved, the breach may be among
the largest ever. And it could lead to a surge in phishing attacks —
emails that purport to be from a legitimate business but are intended
to steal information like account numbers or passwords.
The marketing firm that suffered the breach, Epsilon, which
handles email marketing lists for hundreds of clients, disclosed the
problem in a brief statement Friday. But its sheer scale became clear
over the weekend and Monday, as banks, retailers, and others began
alerting their customers to be on the lookout for fraudulent emails.
The companies that alerted customers or acknowledged being affected also include Barclays Bank, U.S. Bancorp, Walt Disney, Marriott, Ritz-Carlton, Best Buy, L.L. Bean, Home Shopping Network, TiVo,
and the College Board.
—Miguel Helft, The New York Times

September 11 suspects to be tried
WASHINGTON — The Obama administration, ending more than
a year of indecision with a major policy reversal, will prosecute Khalid Sheikh Mohammed and four other people accused of plotting the
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks before a military commission and not a civilian court, as it once planned.
Attorney General Eric Holder announced on Monday that he has
cleared military prosecutors at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, to file warcrimes charges against the five detainees in the Sept. 11 case.
Holder had decided in November 2009 to move the case to a federal civilian courtroom in New York City, but the White House abandoned that plan amid a political backlash.
—Charlie Savage, The New York Times
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Obama’s confusion over foreign policy landed him in a Libyan mess
By Keith Yost
Staff columnist

Back in February 2009, I wrote a piece
for this newspaper asking President
Obama to take a moment and decide
whether he was an idealist or a realist in
the world of foreign policy. Failure to answer this question, I warned, would lead
him into many of the situations his predecessor had found himself in.
Two years later, as I watch President
Obama offer a tortured defense of his newest war in an Arab country, I can’t help but
crack a smile and pat myself on the back.
It’s not often that a columnist gets to watch
his predictions come so true.
I shouldn’t engage in schadenfreude.
Obama is my president, the airmen over
Libya are my countrymen, and the outcome of this war matters. And yet, the alternative to self-satisfied I-told-you-so’s
is frustration — frustration at a president
who, despite two years on the job, has
failed to develop a world view that coheres. He is making it up as he goes along,
while untrained Libyan teenagers battle
the mercenaries of a tyrant. Savoring the
I-told-you-so is all that keeps my blood
pressure down.
It’s not just Libya where muddled
thinking has been on display: for decades,
U.S. presidents have dreamed of having leverage over Iran, yet when protests rocked
Tehran almost a year ago, the president
wrung his hands and bemoaned how difficult of a position he was being put in.
George Bush spent billions on the goal
of a democratic Middle East, yet when
Tunisia and Egypt had their democratic
revolutions, Obama awkwardly straddled
embracing and spurning the freedom
movement that was all his predecessor
could have hoped for. And now, as Moammar Gadhafi — a long-hated, terrorismsupporting tyrant — stands on the edge of
defeat by a grassroots uprising, the president seems genuinely conflicted about
tipping him over.
I cannot even begin to understand
what Obama’s thought process has been.
His actions simply do not match any of the
major schools of thought on foreign policy
— he even fails at the most basic level: on
some days the administration claims that
the mission is solely to protect the population of Libya, and on others demands
that Gadhafi step down. Consistency may
be the hobgoblin of little minds, but even
great minds display at least a modicum of
it.
Even when the president takes time out
to try to explain what is going on — as he
did at the National Defense University last
week — he creates more questions than he
answers. At NDU, Obama offered up what
pundits are calling the “Obama Doctrine”:

we will take unilateral action if our core
national interests are threatened, and use
multilateral means if only our values are at
stake.
There are two problems with this doctrine. The first is that this celebration of
multilateralism seems like making a virtue
out of a necessity — Obama, for his part,
has been remarkably reluctant to support
democracy in the Middle East and turned
to the U.N. more as a way to stall for time
than anything else. It was there that France
and Britain pushed the U.S. into supporting the Libyan people, not the other way
around. In this instance, the lesson to be
drawn from multilateralism is that it has
the potential to ensnare the U.S. in conflicts that its leaders would rather avoid.

solution is clear: regime change.
There are plenty of unanswered questions about what comes after Gadhafi.
Much as it now is with Egypt and Tunisia,
in a post-Gadhafi world, we will watch,
worry, and wonder if a more liberal government can take root. But any of the
likely outcomes are better than keeping
Gadhafi in power, and nothing demands
that we remain entangled in Libya’s future
after Gadhafi is gone — our exit plan for
Libya can be as simple as leaving once the
colonel has been captured. Conversely, a
humanitarian war that leaves Gadhafi in
power raises more questions than it answers. How is the U.S. to guarantee the
security of a free eastern Libya if it leaves
a sullen dictator to fester next door? The

The “Obama Doctine” not only fails to clarify our
goals in Libya, it fails to offer any advice on other
problems. Should we intervene in the Ivory Coast?
What about Yemen or Bahrain?
Secondly, since the president took office, I’ve seen three or four “Obama Doctrines” coined by pundits, and this latest
one is just as useless at developing sound
foreign policy as those before it. Not only
does it fail to clarify our goals in Libya (are
we for regime change?), but it fails to offer any advice on other problems. Should
we intervene in the Ivory Coast? Should
we ask President Saleh of Yemen to step
down, knowing he might be the only thing
preventing that country from becoming a
failed, tribal state? What about Bahrain —
how do our democratic values compare
to our need for a base to house the Fifth
Fleet? What is the plan for Syria, which
looks like a higher-stakes version of Libya?
And speaking of higher stakes, what about
countries like Iran or Venezuela, or — going to an even further extreme — what
does this new Obama Doctrine mean for
our relations with Russia and China? For a
“doctrine,” Obama’s does strikingly little to
define U.S. aims and the means by which
those aims will be accomplished.
But enough about the doctrineless
Obama. What should be done in Libya?
President Obama has called the war in
Libya a humanitarian intervention, and
many in the commentariat have accordingly tried to compare it to past humanitarian interventions. But Libya does not fit
in the humanitarian box, and the comparisons are inapt. Libya is not a failed state
like Somalia, where we played Whac-AMole with warlords until we realized the
juice was not worth the squeeze. Nor is it
Bosnia, where ethnic divisions doomed
the country to painful division and an
unclear endgame. Libya is a country suffering from one problem — a dictator. The

present worries over U.S. exit strategy in
Libya are only justified because the president has inexplicably refused to take up
the obvious exit strategy afforded to him.
There is also no reason to hem and haw
and hedge ourselves: the point of going
into Libya was to go in eagerly, as France
and Britain have, to demonstrate to other
nations in the region that brutalizing their
own citizens is a risky course of action. To
enter into Libya in the muddled way that
Obama has is better than not going in at
all, but it fails to grasp at all the benefits
such an intervention should accrue to us.
Some in America have complained
about the costs of war and claimed that
the U.S. is not in a position to afford another conflict. But let’s put things in perspective: the Iraq war cost roughly $50
billion dollars between its start and Saddam’s capture. Libya’s population is about
a fifth of that of Iraq, is less militarized, is a
logistically far easier place for our military
to reach, will be prosecuted with considerable cost defrayed by allies, and has the
active, fighting support of its populace.
A successful ground war — if it comes to
that — could be expected to last a matter
of weeks and cost perhaps $2–5 billion, a
figure so small that including it in the budget as a one-time earmark would raise few
eyebrows.
It is not too late to right the missteps.
If Obama were to simply make our war
aims clear — if he were to publicly commit the full power of the United States to
the removal of Gadhafi from power — his
previous, inexplicable waffling would pass
without consequence. But don’t hold your
breath — President Obama still does not
know what he is doing.
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Somewhere on the Search for Meaning… by Letitia Li

Dilbert by Scott Adams

Sudoku

Techdoku

Solution, page 13

Solution, page 13

4
3
8

7
8
9 6 5 1
4
4 6
1
9 3 1 7 2
3
8 5
9
2
6 4 3 7
3
8
9
7
Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column, row, and 3 by 3 grid contains
exactly one of each of the digits 1 through 9.

20×

4×

6×

18×

3×

120×

1−

8×

3×

9+

2−

30×

72×

3

4

11+

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of
each of the numbers 1–6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.
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I’m on the USPS No Fly List

A

WEBCOMIC OF ROMANCE,
SARCASM, MATH, AND LANGUAGE

Spinal Tap Amps

by Randall Munroe

Wow, that’s less than $200 per ... uh ... tha’s a good deal!
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It’s A Problem

by Jerry Holkins
and Mike Krahulik

Crossword Puzzle
Solution, page 13

Across
1 Absorbed
5 Snake with a puff variety
10 Shakespeare’s Avon calling?
14 Become equitable in the
long run
16 One with regrets
17 Remote measuring devices
18 Cheese coated in red
paraffin
19 China’s Zhou __
20 That, in Madrid
21 Museum in Madrid
22 “Tea for Two” for two, e.g.
23 Country singer Yearwood
25 Geometric fig.
26 Show featuring agents 86
and 99
28 Web search tool
30 Lumberjack, at times
31 1980s-’90s Buick sports car
32 “See?!”
37 1993-2001 White House
maiden name
38 Symbol on a staff

39 Like most piano technician
services
40 Football setting
45 Peg under a dimpled ball
46 Legal term that’s French for
“on a bench”
48 Sushi wrapper
49 Chelmsford’s county
51 Blood typing letters
52 Photons’ family, in physics
53 Elec. supplier
54 2002 film for which Adrien
Brody won a Best Actor
Oscar
56 Ruse
57 Used car dealer’s spiel, say
58 Dict. offerings
59 Clay bakers
60 Southwestern art colony
town
Down
1 OK for kids, filmwise
2 Michigan in Chicago, e.g.
3 Bit of buckshot
4 Dog training aids

5 Time of your life
6 Checked
7 “Sound familiar?”
8 Continental currency
9 ACLU concerns
10 Rabbit or Bear’s title
11 Gall
12 Interpret by inference
13 H.G. Wells’s island
researcher
15 “__ losing it?”
21 Like some den walls
23 Cabbies in Canterbury
24 One seriously straying from
the flock?
27 Sargent portrait of a
mysterious Frenchwoman
29 Guy’s partner
32 Newspaper accounts
33 With no deception
34 Bonding
35 Even if, informally
36 Like gift wrap on Christmas
morning
41 Like con artists’ shills, e.g.
42 Bilingual Muppet

43 Pitcher Jesse, who had the
most career appearances
44 Final innings
47 Mideast
religion that preaches equality

50 Bridge expert Culbertson
et al.
52 “Southern” relig.
54 “For shame!”
55 Unit of Time: Abbr.

Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun

by Jorge Cham
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E15-198
(Women)
and E15-199
(Men)
Stalls: 2 (Men), 2
(Women)
Sinks: 2 (Men), 2
(Women)
Urinals: 1 (Men)
Guess what? Automatic
doors! Yes, this was
the only set of restrooms we found with
automatic doors, and
they were in the Media
Lab (surprise, surprise).
They’re also decorated
with artistic posters,
two stalls, one urinal
(men’s room only), and
two sinks.

35-330 (Men)
Stalls: 3
Sinks: 1
Urinals: 2
Upon entering the bathroom in 35-330, you’ll notice an odd contraption to your left — a
birdie, as some affectionately call it. The birdie, which is not in working order, is a large
fountain-like fixture that releases water from the top when activated by a ring around the
bottom which hand-washers can step on. The rest of this bathroom is pretty normal; it
contains three stalls, one sink, and two urinals (that are uncomfortably close together).

The Tech explores the pristine, the deprecated, and the critters

E14-189 (Women)
Stalls: 4
Sinks: 2

The rumors are true: some Media Lab restrooms have emergency whistles. This s
restroom has two remaining whistles located on hangers in the stalls; the others
have gone missing. It also has four stalls, two sinks, and is quite expansive.

66-047 and 66-147 (Women)
Stalls: 2 (first floor), 1 (basement)
Sinks: 2 (first floor), 1 (basement)
If you’re looking for cockroach companions in the bathroom, check out the basement of Building 66. The women’s restrooms contain vanity mirrors similar to those in theater dressing rooms.
The bathroom on the first floor has two stalls and two sinks, and the bathroom in the basement
is single occupancy.

W20-572a (Unisex)
Stalls: 1
Sinks: 1

This single-occupancy bathroom located next to the Athena cluster on the fifth fl
the newest amenities of any bathroom in the Student Center. There are motion-s
lights and a two-option, antibacterial flusher. The only downside? A leak stain in t
ing — but that should only be a problem when it’s raining.
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Stalls: 4 (Men’s basement), 3 (Women’s basement), 4
(Men’s third floor), 3 (Women’s third floor)
Sinks: 6 (Men’s basement), 4 (Women’s basement), 5
(Men’s third floor), 2 (Women’s third floor)
Urinals: 5 (Men’s basement), 3 (Men’s third floor)
Next time you have an exam in Walker, check out the bathrooms in
the building! The basement is extremely spacious, containing six
sinks, four stalls, and five urinals in the men’s room and four sinks,
three stalls, and two chairs in the women’s room. The men’s room
even has a chalkboard above the urinals for those thoughts that
pop up when you don’t have paper conveniently lying around.
The third floor contains remnants of what used to be a shower
room and lockers. The rest of the restroom is rather disgusting, with
paint peeling from the walls and overly marked-up stall doors. On
the bright side, both the men’s and women’s rooms are extremely
well lit.

Bldg. 32 basement across from
Rm. 082 (Men and Women)
Stalls: 4 (Men), 10 (Women)
Sinks: 4 (Men), 5 (Women)
Urinals: 4 (Men)
Think you don’t have time to shower because you never
go back to your dorm? You no longer have an excuse with
the showers located in the basement of the Stata building. Located across from the TEAL classroom (32-082),
this bathroom — which requires an MIT ID to enter and
is equipped with an emergency phone — contains a working shower, although the shower head can be a challenge
to detach if that’s how you shower. The men’s restroom
also has four sinks, four urinals (with dividers between
them), and four bathroom stalls (one handicapped stall).
The women’s bathroom has five sinks, 10 stalls (two handicapped stalls), and a mirror at the corner that makes it easy
to see if there are people in the bathroom.

Illustration by Candice Calve
Photos by Quentin Smith and Joanna Kao

s that chase us around MIT’s bathrooms.
By Joanna Kao
and Robert McQueen
Staff Columnists

With over 1000 bathrooms on campus to explore, The Tech went out of its way to show
you the best of the best. From antibacterial flushers to Dyson Airblades and automatic
doors, MIT hosts a cornucopia of places to do your business.

33-306 (Women)
Stalls: 2
Sinks: 2
If you’re looking for a new place to sleep,
this women’s restroom in 33-306 may be
a good spot to check out. It contains a
three-person couch with an attractive
blanket bearing the name of the pro
golf great Arnold Palmer. For privacy,
there is even a lock on the door to the
bathroom. The bathroom also has two
stalls, two sinks, two chairs, and a cool
painting.

E14-662 (Men)
(Women)

and

E14-698

Stalls: 3 (Men), 11 (Women)
Sinks: 3 (Men), 5 (Women)
Urinals: 5 (Men)
The Media Lab sports an impressive men’s bathroom with
five urinals and three stalls. Each stall boasts a fire alarm,
air vent, and green-handled, antibacterial flusher. The Media Lab’s “look” translates to this restroom quite well
The women’s room is easily the largest and most impressive bathroom we found on campus. Twice as large as
normal and sporting 11 stalls, this bathroom is designed
for large crowds. Each stall has its own fire alarm, coat
hook, and air vent. A huge mirror spans five sensor-triggered sinks.

spacious
seem to

floor has
sensitive
the ceil-

E15-098 (Women) and E15-099
(Men)
Stalls: 4 (Women), 4 (Men)
Sinks: 3 (Women), 3 (Men)
Urinals: 3 (Men)
Hands meet Dyson? This restroom is one of the few restrooms on campus that sports a Dyson Airblade hand
drier, capable of blowing air up to 400 mph. The rooms
also feature full-length mirrors, four stalls (one handicapped), three sinks, and three urinals (men’s room
only). Toiletries here are also only 10 cents instead of
the regular 25-cent price.

Barker Library Fourth floor (Women)
Stalls: 3
Sinks: 2
Toilet paper is never scarce in the women’s bathroom on the fourth floor of the Barker Engineering Library.
There is a large box of toilet paper and paper towels sitting next to a large couch right by the door. The bathroom
also sports coat hooks, cute posters, and a small table. It has three stalls and two sinks.
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50-002 (Women), 50-009 (Men), 50353 (Women), and 50-350 (Men)
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When Life gives you MIT

Not your typical spring break

The Tech profiles five student groups and their unique spring break experiences
By Arfa Aijazi
Staff columnist

Spring break is always a highly anticipated time, and this year’s break could not have had a better start: record-high temperatures and beautiful sunny weather. But like any break from
classes, spring break is tragically ephemeral, and like any weather system in New England, the spring weather is not here to stay. So why not live vicariously through various MIT courses
and student groups who used the week off as an opportunity for fieldwork and service projects? The Tech profiled seven MIT students representing five MIT groups that traveled off campus
over spring break.

Habitat for Humanity — Alabama
Habitat for Humanity went to Birmingham, Ala., where the
group spent four days building houses. The MIT volunteers
joined with a group from Ohio State to form a coalition of 50
volunteers, split amongst four houses. The teams were supported by construction professionals who guided the students
and taught them construction skills along the way.
MIT trip leader Christine S. Lai ’13 had participated in
Habitat Build Days in Massachusetts and went on their spring
break trip last year, but this was her first time acting as the trip
leader. Through her previous experience, she knew that the
goal of the trip was not only building, but also connecting with
the local community and other volunteers. As the trip leader,
she led daily reflections and activities to promote team bonding. The trip was Lai’s second visit to the South — her first was
last year’s Habitat trip to Tennessee.

Christine S. Lai

MIT Habitat for Humanity builds houses in Birmingham, Ala. Left to right: Jemale D. Lockett ’14,
Michelle Fung ’13, Christine S. Lai ’13, and Marcela I.
Rodriguez ’13.

maria A. cassidy

Terrascope students follow farmers of
the Hallusarige Village in India through
uncultivated land as part of their field work.

TDC — Camp Sunshine

Terrascope — India
This spring break, Terrascope, an MIT
program for first-year students, traveled to
India to do fieldwork for two spring courses —
SP.360 (Terrascope Radio) and 1.016 (Design
for Complex Environmental Issues: Building
Solutions and Communicating Ideas). This
year’s theme challenged students to design a
plan to produce and distribute food to feed
the planet for the next century in a sustainable way. During the fall, students researched
and proposed solutions for improving food
security, and they tested their proposals over
spring break. Maria A. Cassidy ’14, who is enrolled in both courses, found that many of the
solutions the class devised were actually being applied, like food co-ops and education
initiatives.
Cassidy was involved with interviewing village community members about their roles on
their farms for the final project in SP.360. Despite the many translators, there was still a language barrier that made communication difficult. The students were also very conscious
of cultural differences and took care to not be
unintentionally offensive.
For 1.016, Cassidy’s team is designing a passive crop dryer, which would help farmers add
value to their crop — for example, dried banana chips sell for a higher market price than
non-dried banana. After their trip to India, the
group is back to the drawing board because
they learned they were designing a product for
a market that doesn’t exist.
The group was delayed on their way back to
Boston and spent three extra days in a hotel in
Mumbai. They were fortunate that some Terrascope students had family in Mumbai to help
them get a hotel relatively quickly. “There was
a slum outside our hotel room windows, 100
feet away. The view was the ultimate reminder
of how many different faces food insecurity
could take and how many different lifestyles
play into solving global problems,” Cassidy
said.
For Cassidy, the biggest highlight of the trip
was seeing the children and the resiliency of
the farmers, who “want so much for their kids.”

Eric hernandez

Theta Delta Chi (TDC) volunteers at Camp Sunshine in Maine. L to R: Christopher L. Cervantes
’13, David Orozco ’14, Eric Hernandez ’13, Ryan A.
Rosario ’12, Alejandro Aguirre ’13, Sergio Fernandez
’14, Eduardo D. Russian ’13, Louis M. Lamia ’14, Ernesto Reza-Garduno ’13, Christian Landeros ’14.

MIT’s chapter of Theta Delta Chi (TDC) participated in the
FSILG&D Community Service Challenge and went to Maine to volunteer at Camp Sunshine, which supports children with life-threatening illnesses and their families. TDC’s philanthropy chair, Eric
Hernandez ’13, heard about the camp from the TDC chef, who had
volunteered at the camp before and enjoyed the experience.
Prior to the trip, Hernandez had thought it would be depressing
to volunteer at the camp and interact with children who had such
serious illnesses, but he says the experience was actually inspiring.
During the four-day camp, Hernandez was a counselor for the teen
group. He said it was challenging to work with kids close to his own
age, since it was harder for them to take him seriously. But he also felt
that because he was close to their age, he had an easier time relating
to them and their experiences — and in the end, Hernandez felt he
earned their respect.
The camp also pushed Hernandez outside his comfort zone. Naturally a calm and reserved person, Hernandez found himself doing
a song and dance performance with the other TDC volunteers and
cheering loudly to motivate the campers. He found it rewarding to
inspire kids and is excited that he was able to motivate his fraternity
brothers to participate in a community service project.

Alternative Spring Break — New Orleans
Julia K. Jaskolska ’13 and Janet D. Lin ’13 traveled to the
Ninth Ward of New Orleans with the MIT student group Alternative Spring Break (ASB). The group participated in a Historic
Green project to restore a playground. It was both Lin and Jaskolska’s first time working with building tools, and it was challenging to learn everything quickly without making mistakes.
The group worked on the playground daily from 9:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. and explored the city during their free time in the
evening.
But Jaskolska’s experience over spring break has made her
rethink the idea of going green. “The entire four days of restoration work that we did this year has to be repeated every single
year in order to seal the playground with a green, non-toxic
sealer. Had a conventional (non-green) sealer been used, the
work could have been done once every 15–20 years instead of
every year,” Jaskolska said. “I realized that going green is not
the most optimal solution in every situation, and that it should
always be preceded by a thorough cost-benefit analysis.”
Lin didn’t expect such a positive experience in New Orleans; he found the community there to be very friendly and
kind. “The ASB trip was a great way to spend spring break. I
came out of New Orleans having made a positive impact on
the community, met new people with interesting stories, and
experienced all the city has to offer,” Lin said.

janet D. lin

The MIT Alternative Spring Break students and Historic Green volunteers pose in front of the restored
playground. Sitting: Helen L. Yang ‘13, L to R, front: Ho
Chit Siu ’14, You C. Yoon ’13, Janet D. Lin ’13, Julia K.
Jaskolska ’13, Susan S. Virgem ’11, Lily A. Xu ’12, Angel
(Historic Green), Jeff Z. Chen ’12, Jim (Historic Green). L
to R, Back: John (Historic Green), Dan (Historic Green).

Architecture Studio — Galápagos, Ecuador

Yushiro Okamoto

Marine Iguanas seen on an excursion to Isabela Island in the Galápagos. Architecture students learned that the locals value animals highly.

Emily W. Lo G and Yushiro Okamoto G traveled with their architecture studio group to Puerto
Ayora in Galápagos, Ecuador. Their trip was part of a larger collaboration between MIT and the
Universidad Tecnológica Equinoccial (UTE) to look into urban development issues for a growing population. The studio students’ projects focused on the city, so they used their five days in
the field to survey how buildings were being constructed and to interact with locals and public
officials.
Students also used the trip as an opportunity to reorient their projects for the course. Before
the trip, Okamoto was interested in the edge condition between urban and natural parks, but he
has changed his focus to the internal city. Lo was researching developing housing on the water
and renewable energy generation, but is now thinking of pulling her project into the city as well.
Their research prior to the trip had been based on information from the Internet, so the excursion
was valuable to their understanding of the community in a real-world sense. They learned that the
terrain was hillier than they expected and observed that people were constructing buildings incrementally — for example, a family would move into their house after building one floor — which
resulted in wasted space and open lots.
Okamoto’s biggest takeaway from the trip was how different the lifestyle was in the Galápagos,
in the sense that animals were, in a way, superior to people, since the society was based on wildlife
preservation. Lo said that she got “a glimpse of some of the issues about how people are impacting
nature and their environment.”
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How to save a life

Learning CPR can be the difference between life and death
By Divya Srinivasan
Staff columnist

If you’ve ever seen Mrs. Doubtfire, you will understand why I love
the movie so much — after all, a
man
dressed
as an endearing old lady …
what’s not to
love? But when
I saw the movie for the 30th
time, I realized
that it was also instructional. In
a pivotal scene, Robin Williams’s
character — disguised as the congenial Mrs. Doubtfire — saves his
ex-wife’s lover from choking on a
horrible piece of chicken by using
the Heimlich maneuver. Though
“Mrs. Doubtfire” reveals his true
identity in the process, the scene
demonstrates the importance
of knowing basic life support
techniques.
Knowing how to administer
basic first aid is a critical skill.
Whether it requires simply knowing how to dislodge that stuck
chicken bone or helping to revive
someone, CPR and associated
tools are incredibly relevant to
general public. In the time it takes
for an emergency to happen and
for trained technicians to arrive
on the scene, knowing how to perform CPR could be the difference
between saving someone and letting him or her die.
Today, MIT-EMS is hosting
MassCPR from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. in

Events 

La Sala de Puerto Rico (W20-202).
Since 2006, the annual MassCPR
event has aimed to train many
members of the MIT community
in CPR and AED use. The event is
open to all MIT students, faculty,
and staff and is run entirely by
20–30 MIT-EMS volunteers and
MIT-affiliated instructors.
In contrast to other CPR courses in the area that charge up to $80
per person, MassCPR is brought to
the MIT community at no charge
to participants. Through Large
Event Funding (LEF) and Graduate Student Council (GSC) funding, MassCPR provides free training the MIT community using the
HeartSafe CPR curriculum. The
CPR curriculum covers one- and
two-rescuer CPR, CPR for children
and infants, AED use on children
and adults, and choking in infants,
children, and adults.
At the end of the four-hour
class, participants receive a CPR
certification card that is valid for
two years. In addition to MassCPR, MIT-EMS offers CPR classes
at other times during the school
year. However, unlike MassCPR, the other classes are not
subsidized.
If learning just basic life support techniques doesn’t satisfy
the medical nerd in you, consider
joining MIT-EMS. As part of an
on-campus ambulance service,
emergency medical technicians
(EMTs) are trained to respond to
any kind of medical emergency.
MIT students generally apply to

Apr. 5 – Apr. 11

Tuesday

(12:00 p.m. – 1:30 p.m.) Brain and Cognitive Sciences Undergraduate Poster Session — Building 46, third floor atrium

Joanna Kao—Tech file photo

MIT-EMS responds to an emergency call during the Jan. 12 blizzard. A woman unaffiliated with MIT was
struck by a falling tree branch.
be part of MIT-EMS during the fall
semester. If accepted, they take a
rigorous EMT class on the service
during IAP from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
on most weekdays.
From a personal standpoint,
I’ve seen MIT-EMS have a profound impact on the friends of
mine who are in it. Though MIT-

EMS is a substantial time commitment, many of the students on
the service enjoy being a part of
EMS because of the experience it
provides and the nature of the organization. “I enjoy being a part of
EMS, because it’s great to be a part
of an organization where the people are professional, competent,

Be the first to know about what’s happening at MIT.

The Tech is looking for news writers to...
interview students,

(1:30 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.) Empowering Women: How to Impress
when Interviewing and Networking — 4-231

administrators, and
faculty...

(3:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.) Science, Technology and the Future of
International Development: A Conversation With USAID Administrator Dr. Rajiv Shah — 10-250
(3:30 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.) CSAIL Research Information Session.
Learn about summer UROP opportunities — 32-G449 (Stata
Center, Kiva Conference Room)

Wednesday
(5:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.) Free Russian Folk Puppet Show — 36-156

Thursday
(9:00 a.m.) CPW registration begins — Student Center (W20), La
Sala de Puerto Rico (Student Center second floor)
(9:30 p.m. – 12:00 a.m.) CPW Welcome Festival — Johnson
Athletics Center

Friday
(10:00 a.m. — 11:30 a.m.) CPW’s President’s Welcome and Featured Faculty Speakers — Kresge Auditorium
(3:30 p.m. – 4:30 p.m.) The Tech invites prefrosh to interview
Chancellor W. Eric L. Grimson PhD ’80 in a Q&A that will be
printed in next Tuesday’s issue of The Tech — W20-483
(8:00 p.m.) LSC shows Good Will Hunting — 26-100

Saturday
(10:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.) MIT Recreational Sports Annual Dodgeball Tournament — duPont Basketball Courts
(1:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.) CPW Student Activities Fair — Johnson
Athletics Center
(6:00 p.m. – 7:30 p.m.) CPW Closing Remarks and Variety Show
— Kresge Auditorium

Sunday
(2:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.) Next Century Convocation — Boston
Convention and Exhibition Center (transportation provided from
Audrey Street, Ashdown House, and Hayward Street)

Monday
(3:30 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.) Contemporary East Asia: A Roundtable
Discussion with former UK Foreign Secretary David W. Miliband
SM ’90 — E40-496
(8:00 p.m. – 10:00 p.m.) Two Sense, a cello/piano duo featuring
Ashley Bathgate and Lisa Moore, perform — Killian Hall

Send your campus events to events@tech.mit.edu.

and able to help the community
around it so successfully,” said Aditya S. Kalluri ’13.
I hope neither you nor I will
ever find ourselves in a Mrs.
Doubtfire-esque situation. But if
we do, it may be nice to make sure
that our disguise and CPR techniques are surefire.
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UAS 14.2 narrowly
fails DormCon vote
UA restructuring, from Page 1
After delivering his report, Jenks
proposed 42 UAS 15.1, which was
subsequently passed by the Senate.
The bill created the Ad-Hoc Committee on the Implementation of Potential Restructuring, charged with both
reviewing the current implementation plan (or creating a new plan) for
restructuring and communicating
the proposed structural changes and
transition plan to undergraduates
and outside parties.
Several other changes to 14.2
aimed to address what Jenks described as concerns with the “checks
and balances” of the new structure.
Changes include the addition of the
ability of the Council to both overrule
any decision of the UA President with
a fifteen-member vote and to overrule the removal of a UA Committee
Chair with a thirteen-member vote.
According to Jenks, the work of
the Committee on Restructuring is
complete.
On Sunday, the Dormitory
Council (DormCon) voted down
the initial draft of 14.2, garnering
only 68 percent of the required
75 percent to pass the measure.
Should the proposals in 14.2 be
implemented, DormCon’s structure would change drastically — the
Dormitory Council Constitution
would cease to exist under the proposed UA Constitution, and dorm
presidents, not independently
elected Senators, would represent
their constituencies to the UA. As
such, 14.2 requires the approval of
both DormCon and the UA to pass.
The explicit approval of the LGC,
the IFC, and Panhel is not required
since these organizations are not
structurally affected by 14.2.

DormCon votes are proportional
to the number of constituents represented by each dorm president — for
example, the Baker House president,
who presides over 322 Baker residents, has 322 votes. 14.2 had 2012.6
votes in favor, short of the 2189 votes
required for 75 percent, according
to DormCon President Christina R.
Johnson ’11.
Eight of 12 dorms voted 100 percent in favor of 14.2. Of those that did
not, 91 percent of Next House votes,
100 percent of Simmons Hall votes,
and 70 percent of Burton Conner
votes were against the proposal. And
in MacGregor, a single vote was cast
against the proposal.
Johnson cited concerns with the
process of 14.2’s implementation as
the primary reason for votes against
the bill. “The presidents that voted
[14.2] down said they had read it,
and understood the plan, but they
felt like they needed more time to
communicate the plan to their constituencies, talk to administrators to
get their perspectives, and then even
consider alternate proposals,” she
said. “Then they could come to a decision about what was best.”
Jenks independently echoed a
similar concern in the Senate meeting. “I think that [getting the proposal passed] is a lot of getting the word
out and getting people more knowledgeable about how things are being
done. Then the common concerns
will go away,” he said.
The Committee on the Implementation of Potential Restructuring
will report back to the Senate at its
next meeting on Thursday, April 14.
The Senate voted to add this meeting
to hear the report of the Committee
before the next regularly scheduled
meeting on Monday, April 25.

Big Screw nominations and Monday totals
Person
Pavel Etingof, Professor of Mathematics
Craig Carter, Professor of Materials
Science
Dean Colombo
Michael Yaffe, Professor of Biology
David Jerison, Professor of Mathematics
Julie Norman, Director of Undergraduate Advising
2.005
(Cullen Buie, Jacopo Buongiorno)
Steve Leeb, Professor of EECS
Susan Lanza, Course 9 Administrator
Alexander van Oudenaarden, Professor of Biology
Albert Meyer, Professor of EECS
2.006
(J.G. Brisson, Anette E. Hosoi)
Kit Cummings, Professor of Chemistry
Alexander Mitsos, Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Muriel Medard, EE/RLE Professor
James Roberge, Professor of EECS

Votes

Charity

$107.78 American Cancer Society
$53.68 Camp Kesem
$29.46
$15.13
$8.94
$4.82

Loaves and Fishes
American Red Cross — Japan
Americares
Leadership Training Institute

$3.43
$3.00
$2.38
$2.00

American Red Cross Earthquake/Tsunami Relief Fund
Pine Street Inn
Make-a-Wish
Save the Children

$1.50
$1.37

ACLU Foundation
MassBike

$1.20
$0.60

Homestart
Big Sister Association of
Greater Boston
Soldiers’ Angels
Make-a-Wish Foundation

$0.50
$0.00

The Institute Screw Contest, commonly known as the Big Screw, is an annual charity fundraiser hosted
by Alpha Chi Omega that raises money for a variety of causes. Faculty or staff who “screw” over students can
be nominated by anyone and select their favorite charity that students donate to as a “vote” for that particular professor. One cent is equal to one vote. So far, the Big Screw has received $235.79 total with Pavel Etingof,
Professor of Mathematics, in the lead with $107.78 for the American Cancer Society.

—Jessica J. Pourian

Royal Bengal
Boston’s only authentic Bengali Cuisine restaurant

Open Daily Except Monday
11:30 am – 11:30 pm
Lunch Buffet $7.95
Reasonably Priced Dinners

313 Mass. Ave., Cambridge
(617) 491-1988
T: Red Line, Bus #1 – Central Square

10% Discount on $15
(or more) order with MIT ID.

Free delivery for orders over $10.
Take-out, platters, and catering available.
http://www.royalbengalrestaurant.com/

Do you like looking for funny typos?
Do you have a knack for finding mistakes?
The Tech is looking for copy editors!
E-mail join@tech.mit.edu
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Review Committee on
Orientation

Goody Clancy to conduct study

Henry J. Humphreys
Senior Associate Dean, Residential Life and Dining

Merrit Roe Smith, Chair
Professor of the History of
Technology, Burton Conner
Housemaster
John M. Essigmann PhD ’76
Professor
of
Toxicology
and
Chemistry,
Simmons
Housemaster

Elizabeth C. Young
Associate Dean, New Student
Programming, UAAP

June Matthews PhD ’67
Professor, Department of Physics

James R. Douberley ’13
East Campus President

Charles H. Stewart III
Professor, Department of Political
Science,
McCormick
Housemaster

TyShaun Wynter ’13
New House President

Nina Davis-Millis
Head, Metadata and Enterprise
Systems, Random Housemaster
Agustin Rayo PhD ’01
Associate Professor, Department
of Linguistics and Philosophy,
East Campus Housemaster
Julie B. Norman
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education and Director of the Office of Undergraduate Advising and Academic
Programming

Same firm that helped redesign post-Katrina New Orleans

Barbara A. Baker
Senior Associate Dean for Students, Office of the Dean for Student Life

City study, from Page 1
in the area.
The Council voted 8-0 last night
to approve the selection of Goody
Clancy and to allocate $350,000
for the study from two sources:
a $175,000 one-time increase in
MIT’s Payment In Lieu Of Taxes (PILOT), and a $175,000 “payment for
‘Neighborhood Planning Studies’
as project mitigation from Boston
Properties.”
PILOT payments are paid by
MIT to the city and negotiated on
an annual basis. They are one of the
ways that MIT compensates the city
for the academic real estate that is
exempt from Cambridge real-estate
taxes; MIT is the largest taxpayer in
Cambridge.
City Manager Robert W. Healy
told the Council, “there’s nothing
nefarious here. I believe for MIT
this is a vehicle by which they can
process the payment to the city
within the fiscal year when I need
it.” Healy said that MIT’s payment is
voluntary.
In an interview, David Dixon,
head of Goody Clancy’s planning
and urban design division, discussed Goody’s approach to the
project. Dixon stressed the importance of housing in vitalizing the
area. “It won’t do us any good to
say ‘we need more retail in Central Square’ unless we expand the
market. The best way to expand the
market is housing,” he said.
He noted that because 60 percent
of area households are one- or two

Kimberly M. Sparling ’12
Panhel President (Sigma Kappa)
Gordon W. Wintrob ’12
IFC President (Phi Sigma Kappa)
Patrick A. Hulin ’14
East Campus Resident
Rachel E. Meyer ’10
Off Campus Resident (Alpha Epsilon Phi)
Leslie R. Bottari
Staff to the Review Committee
on Orientation, Staff Associate,
UAAP

A committee charged with reviewing the state of freshman orientation and recommending ways to improve it is set to begin meeting,
now that its membership is set. The committee, whose scope also
includes Residence Exploration, fraternity and sorority rush, and
pre-orientation programs, should submit a report to the Dean for
Undergraduate Education Daniel E. Hastings PhD ’80 and Dean for
Student Life Chris Colombo by the end of fall term this year. Merritt
Roe Smith — Science, Technology, and Society professor and housemaster of Burton Conner — is chairing the committee, which is composed of four other faculty members, four representatives of the offices of the Dean for Student Life and the Dean for Undergraduate
Education, and six student representatives.
—Natasha Plotkin

-person households, residents are
more accommodating of “edgy” locations, and are more interested in nontraditional housing situations like
lofts — large open-configured space
that has been converted to housing.
Dixon said Goody Clancy’s team
includes Michael J. Berne, a retail
consultant who understands the interaction between retail and commercial spaces.
Dixon acknowledged the difficulty of doing this work within a

$350,000 budget, but said that Cambridge has a lot of existing information and a “very high-capacity planning department.” He anticipates a
productive partnership with the city.
Goody Clancy has experience
working in Cambridge, Dixon said,
including a plan to improve 12 million square feet in East Cambridge
about eight years ago. Goody
Clancy has also just finished a
master plan for post-Katrina New
Orleans.

SPERM DONORS
Earn up to
per month
Invest minimal time
Make a real difference in the lives of families
Receive free health and genetic screenings

APPLY ONLINE:

SPERMBANK.com
- convenient Cambridge location

Henisi. Pat, cor sum nos doloreet elesseq uatuera esec
Magnim do doloreet, conulput wisi ex ex eu facincilit

LEGAL COUNSEL

MIT students, family, employers and
start-ups seeking U.S. legal counsel,
campus or office consultation. Call:

James Dennis Leary, Esq.
321-544-0012

Passover at MIT Hillel
Passover First Seder on Monday night, April 18 (Patriots Day)
Passover Second Seder is Tuesday night, April 19
First Seder options through MIT Hillel:
• Home Hospitality
• Kosher Seder at Hillel
• Dorm‐Organized Seder
To attend or to be a host, fill out the on‐line form; go to hillel.mit.edu and click
on the “Sign Up for Passover Seders and Meals” link on the top right.
Second Seder options around campus:
Undergraduate Seder at AEPi: contact Max Plaut, mplaut@mit.edu
Grad Hillel Seder: contact Ariel Sommer, atsommer@mit.edu

BU SUMMER‘11

If you are interested in other kosher for Passover meals during the holiday, please
also sign up at hillel.mit.edu and click on the “Sign Up for Passover Seders and
Meals” link on the top right.
ALL SIGNUPS MUST BE COMPLETED BY WEDNESDAY, APRIL 6!
Questions? Email hillel@mit.edu.

Hag Sameach / Happy Passover!!
Next year may we all be free!

• 700 undergraduate and graduate courses in over 70 subjects
• Faculty of leading scientists, authors, and scholars

Legatum Lecture

• 60 courses in 17 foreign languages
• Summer internships in Boston organizations

Practical Entrepreneurship Tips from a Pro

Summer 1: May 24–July 1
Summer 2: July 5–August 12

bu.edu/summer

Presented by

John Chisholm
Chief Executive Officer, John Chisholm Ventures
An equal opportunity, affirmative action institution.
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Profs.’ religion, philosophies examined at Veritas Forum
Veritas forum, from Page 1
that happens, however, he believes
it is important to ask and attempt
to answer the great questions of
universe — how it came into being
and how to live a life with meaning.
“Coming to terms with our materiality is the most difficult challenge
we have in our existence. All that
said, we can still find meaning during our brief flicker of existence.
I believe that a cosmic meaning
does not exist. Instead, each of us
must find a personal meaning for
our lives.”
For Lightman, what is real and
meaningful in life is his values and
principles. His humanity forms the
basis for his worldview. As a “single
link” in the long succession of humans who have come before him
and who will come after, Lightman
says, “I am a part of the chain of the
great universe, and that’s my view of
the world.”
Troy Van Voorhis, associate
professor of chemistry, focused on
the search for meaning and peace
in life. Van Voorhis said, “If I look
for meaning in the right place, if
I put first things first, I hope I will
become a better person: I will feel
secure, be more joyful, appreciate
beauty more, I will be at peace.”
He also more generally explained his outlook on human fulfillment: “I believe that our deepest
needs — our thirst for justice, our
hunger for security, our longing for
purpose, our search for answers,
our desperate need for hope — are
met in Jesus Christ.”
Van Voorhis believes that trying to find one’s life purpose in improving society — however noble
that goal may be in and of itself
— still does not satisfy our search
for meaning. One danger, he said,
is that if the need for one’s work is
made obsolete through the devel-

Elizabeth D’Arienzo—The Tech

From left: Professors Alan P. Lightman, Troy Van Voorhis, Rosalind W. Picard, and Alex Bryne listen as
Dean Daniel E. Hastings PhD ’80 speaks during the discussion portion of the Veritas Forum last Saturday in
Kresge Auditorium. The speakers presented their worldview relative to the topics of “life, the universe, and
MIT” at the forum, which was followed by a moderated discussion when the speakers answered audience
questions. The professors had a diverse range of views on questions of philosophy and religion.
opment of something even better,
the purpose for our lives is suddenly removed.
Van Voorhis explained, “Because I do invest a lot in my work
and in my research, it hurts when
things don’t work out.” So how does
he deal with failure? Van Voorhis
said that because “work isn’t at the
core of [his] being,” failure doesn’t
shake him deeply. “My ultimate
purpose is somewhere else.”
Alex Byrne, professor of linguistics and philosophy, started out
with a different premise, noting, “I
do not have a worldview, not, at any
rate, if that suggests a grand synoptic vision of the furniture of the
universe and how it all fits together.
The world is a bit too big for me to
get a clear view of it.”
Byrne is an atheist, but does

not consider the issue of theism to
be particularly important. Citing
Plato’s example of how a mother’s
command to her son does not affect the morality of the action but
merely recognizes that a moral fact
exists, Byrne defined a moral fact as
what the right thing to do in a situation is, independent of an arbitrator
like God. Byrne explained his belief
that the existence of a God is irrelevant to the existence of morality.
He notes that if God does exist, his
command would always be perfectly in line with the “moral fact,”
and that is why we “say that he is
supremely good.”
Byrne’s conclusion is “that the
moral facts, and facts about value
in general, need no theistic foundation, and can be left to look after
themselves.”

“The things that are of deepest
value … shine just as brightly in a
world without an omnibenevolent
Architect. That is the sense in which
God leaves everything that really
matters as it is,” Byrne said.
Yet, Byrne explained, “all this
would hardly be worth saying if
religion was … something easily rejected with the benefit of education
and intelligence. To me, the appeal
of religion to people I admire and
respect is one of the greatest mysteries of all.”
Dean for Undergraduate Education Daniel E. Hastings PhD ’80
chose to focus on how his worldview has affected his choices at
MIT throughout the years. Hastings
explained that he believes “there
is a God who created the universe.
He has declared himself as a loving

God who seeks a relationship with
us while also giving us free will to
choose. Our purpose is found in being in relationship to him.”
Hastings cited his Christian
faith as the reason behind his view
that science and engineering are
“ways to find out how God created
the universe and to do some good
in this world.” The aeronautics and
astronautics professor explained
that it was this belief that caused
him to choose to avoid research on
offensive weapons — in particular,
nuclear weapons.
The dean said that when he
mentors students and faculty, he
tries to help them understand that
they should not find their self worth
in success at MIT. As he puts it, “This
is such a hard place with so many
first-rate people that some failure is
inevitable.” Instead, he encourages
people to find their intrinsic value
in something they can define despite failure. For Christians, he said,
that is found in being a person created in the image of God.
A question and answer segment followed, with students
and other attendees participating
through texts, Twitter, and regular
pen and paper. As a final parting
question, one participant asked,
“What is the most important question you think every student at
MIT has to answer before they
graduate?” Hastings replied, “How
then should you live, and would it
make any difference?”
The Veritas Forum non-profit,
which holds similar events at universities around the country, says
their mission is to “engage students
and faculty in discussions about
life’s hardest questions and the relevance of Jesus Christ to all of life,”
according to their website (http://
veritas.org/). “We seek to inspire
the shapers of tomorrow’s culture to
connect their hardest questions with
the person and story of Jesus Christ.”
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Engineers defeat SUNY New Paltz 7-2, take down Wellesley 5-4 official, 6-4 unofficial
By Jennifer Rees
Team representative

This past weekend MIT Women’s Tennis played in the Wellesley Invitational. In
the first match they
played SUNY New
Paltz. The doubles
matches went quickly. The number one
team of Lauren C.
Quisenberry ’14 and Candace L.
Wu ’14 and the number two team
of Julia C. Hsu ’14 and Bianca M.
Dumitrascu ’13 both defeated their
opponents with a decisive score
of 8-1. At number three Melissa A.
Diskin ’11 and Katharine A. O’Neal
’14 defeated their opponents 8-3.
During the doubles matches, Jenny
C. Dohlman ’11 played an exhibition match at seven singles and
completed her match quickly, defeating her opponent 8-0, hardly
losing a point. Overall, MIT went
into the singles matches ahead 3-0.

The singles matches got off to a
good start. Quisenberry at one defeated her opponent quickly with
a score of 6-0, 6-1. Dumitrascu at
four also defeated her opponent
quickly and decisively with a score
of 6-1, 6-1. Hsu at three also had a
quick match, only dropping a few
games to her opponent, winning
6-2, 6-1. O’Neal at five played a
tough match and lost 6-3, 6-3, giving Paltz their first win. At two, Wu
played a tough match but pulled
it out, winning 6-3, 6-4. Jennifer
A. Rees ’11 played an exhibition
match at eight singles and won her
match easily, 8-2. Last on was Diskin playing number six singles. She
won the first set 6-1 but lost the
second set 1-6. The match came
to the third tiebreak, where Diskin
lost 10-4. Ultimately, MIT defeated
New Paltz 7-2.
The match against Wellesley
was played outside, which evened
the odds between the teams since
Wellesley’s indoor courts are faster
than what MIT normally practices

on. It started off with the doubles
matches. Near the start of the doubles matches, the second court
net broke, causing a pause in play.
This caused Dohlman and Rees’
match to be paused at 1-1 deuce
until later in the match when more
courts opened up. The number
one doubles team of Quisenberry
and Wu played a tough match and
kept attacking the net. They ended
up winning their match 8-2. Hsu
and Dumitrascu at two doubles
overpowered their opponents,
winning 8-2 as well. At three
double Diskin and O’Neal played
a tough match. Diskin ran down
balls and both players kept attacking the net. In the end Diskin and
O’Neal lost 8-5. This gave MIT a
lead of 2-1 going into the singles
matches.
In between matches, the second court net was fixed so the first
four singles matches could be put
on. Dumitrascu was the first one
off, playing at number four. She
overpowered her opponent and

won the match 6-0, 6-2. Quisenberry was the next player to come
off, playing number one singles.
Both players ran each other around
on the court, taking turns between
who was on the offense and defense. In the end, Quisenberry
controlled the court more often by
playing an aggressive match and
won 6-2, 6-2. This left MIT in the
lead 4-1 over Wellesley. Five and six
singles were then put on the courts
and the number four doubles allowed to continue their match as
courts opened up.

This was the first
time the team has
defeated Wellesley
in 8 or 9 years.
The next player off was Wu,
playing at number two. She played
a close match, but was more consistent than her opponent and won
6-2, 6-4, bringing the match to decision. Hsu at three singles was the

next one off. In the first set she was
down 4-1 but came back to make
the set back on serve at 5-4. She
ended up losing the close match
7-5, 6-1. The number four doubles
team of Dohlman and Rees was
off next. They played aggressively
and kept attacking the net. In the
end they defeated their opponents with a decisive score of 8-3.
O’Neal at five singles was the next
match to finish. O’Neal played a
tough match but ended up losing
6-3, 6-0. This left Diskin front and
center at six singles. Diskin won
the first set 6-1 and brought the
second set to a tiebreaker. She lost
the tiebreaker 7-5, which left it to a
third set tiebreak. In the tiebreak,
Diskin barely lost with a score of
10-8. Overall this left MIT with an
official win of 5-4 over Wellesley,
unofficial 6-4. According to MIT’s
coach, Carol Matsuzaki, this was
the first time the team has defeated Wellesley in eight or nine years.
Next weekend, the team is playing
at home against Bates.

Crew finishes second at Alumni Cup

Jessica Liu—The Tech

The MIT Men’s Freshman 8+ Crew races Northeastern University during the Alumni Cup on Saturday. The Engineers lost to Northeastern’s Freshman A boat, but defeated its Freshman B boat to finish second, after Columbia withdrew from the race.
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Rugby gets rucked by Boston College

Women’s Crew beats
Boston College
The MIT Women’s Openweight Crew team
competed this past weekend against Boston College in the Inaugural Cup. This was the first race of
the season.
The first MIT varsity eight took
an early lead and never looked back,
winning their race by a margin of 20
seconds with a time of 7 minutes,
51.8 seconds. Although the second
varsity squad lost the second race by
a margin of 11 seconds, the team as a whole came
out on top.
The team will travel next week to the George
Washington Invitational, where they will take on
George Washington, Navy, and Georgetown.

—Carlos Greaves, Sports Staff

Track defends Engineers’
Cup title
The MIT outdoor track teams hosted the Engineers’ Cup last weekend. Both the men and women finished first for the sixth straight year, defeating RPI and WPI. The women’s team
finished with 217 points total, over
90 ahead of second-place RPI; the
men edged RPI 180 to 158.5.
Led by Portia M. Jones ’12, who
won three individual events, the
women’s team placed first in 10 of
the 11 track events and also won two field events.
The men’s team won nine events total. The Engineers scored 21 of their points in the 1500-meter
run, taking first through fifth. They also took the first
four places in the 800, scoring 19 points in the event.
Both teams will travel to Bates College next
Saturday to compete against Bates, Colby, and
Southern Maine.

—David Zhu, Sports Editor

John A. Hawkinson—The Tech

Captain Alyssa M. Baccarella ’11 runs for the try zone in Saturday evening’s Women’s Rugby game against
Boston College. BC dominated the regular game, beating MIT 36-15, though the Engineers returned with a strong
showing in the B-side game, demolishing the Eagles 34-0.
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Women’s Tennis plays in Wellesley Invitational

Tuesday, April 5, 2011

Athlete of the week: Beth Stavely ‘11

Flying, soaring, and winning
Senior All-American jumps from diving boards, airplanes, and trapezes
By Sarah Weir

time. Out of all Division III divers, only
about 50 qualified, and only 22 of those
were selected by a panel of coaches to
compete at the meet. Beth was not only
selected, but placed eighth in the 3 meter event, which got her an All-American title, and 15th in the 1 meter event,
earning her an All-American honorable
mention.
What does she like most about MIT
diving? Beth says, “I love the team; they
are the most supportive teammates I’ve
ever had. Diving is in many ways a mental sport, and without my teammates and
coach to help me along I would never
have gotten to where I did. Also, for a varsity sport, I love how relaxed it is. [Coach
Brad Snodgrass] is very chill about us
having to miss practice if we have class
or homework.”
That’s lucky for Beth, because while
not rock climbing, skiing, reading, playing computer games, or enjoying one
of her other extracurricular interests,
Beth is a Course 16 senior. She isn’t able
to coast through senior spring, but she
says her semester “could be worse.” Why
Course 16? Beth says she decided before
coming to MIT because she has “always
been interested in space, and my Dad
was an engineer.” After graduation she
will go to grad school, “probably at the
University of Michigan,” where she wants
to continue diving with her remaining
year of NCAA eligibility.

sports staff

Elizabeth L. “Beth” Stavely ’11, who
was named an All-American diver this
year at the NCAA Division III championship, enjoys falling from great heights.
Before coming to MIT, Beth completed
a skydiving course and earned her “A” license, which allows her to jump from an
airplane alone. She has also been honing
her daredevil skills by taking classes at a
trapeze school in Reading, Mass., since
the summer. This love for falling and
soaring through the air may have begun
in her early years when she started gymnastics at age 4. A competitive gymnast
since elementary school, Beth continued
with the sport here at MIT.
At the beginning of her sophomore
year, some friends joined the diving
team and urged her to give it a try. Unwilling to give up gymnastics just yet but
still enjoying diving, she participated in
both sports, going to diving practice directly after gymnastics practice a couple
times a week. She joined the diving team
full time when varsity gymnastics was
cut at the end of the season. And despite
only beginning the sport in college, she
has certainly made her mark on the MIT
diving team these past three years.
Beth’s latest season had its highs and
lows, the height of which was capped
by qualifying for Nationals for the first
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Jessica L. Wass—The Tech

Elizabeth L. Stavely ’11 executes a reverse dive at the January MIT Invitational.
Stavely placed 15th in 1-meter diving and eighth in 3-meter diving at the NCAA Division III Championships the last week of March, which garnered her All-American
honors.
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Developing Materials
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Increasing Safety

Science For A Better Life

In 1990, plastics accounted for about 9 percent
of the materials used in the average car. Today,
the figure can be as high as 20 percent.
Bayer MaterialScience is one of the world’s
largest and most innovative suppliers to the auto
industry, playing an active role in shaping the
future of the automobile.
Developing windows made of plastics, for
example, which offer increased safety benefits.
And energy-absorbing polyurethane, which helps
protect car passengers in an accident and –
when used in bumpers – can reduce the risk of
injury to pedestrians. For safer cars – and sheer
driving pleasure. www.BayerUS.com
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